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Abstract. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) drug development is burdened with the current requirement to conduct large, lengthy, and
costly trials to overcome uncertainty in patient progression and effect size on treatment outcome measures. There is an urgent
need for the discovery, development, and implementation of novel, objectively measured biomarkers for AD that would aid
selection of the appropriate subpopulation of patients in clinical trials, and presumably, improve the likelihood of successfully
evaluating innovative treatment options. Amyloid deposition and tau in the brain, which are most commonly assessed either in
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or by molecular imaging, are consistently and widely accepted. Nonetheless, a clear gap still exists
in the accurate identification of subjects that truly have the hallmarks of AD. The Coalition Against Major Diseases (CAMD),
one of 12 consortia of the Critical Path Institute (C-Path), aims to streamline drug development for AD and related dementias by
advancing regulatory approved drug development tools for clinical trials through precompetitive data sharing and adoption of
consensus clinical data standards. This report focuses on the regulatory process for biomarker qualification, briefly comments
on how it contrasts with approval or clearance of companion diagnostics, details the qualifications currently available to the
field of AD, and highlights the current challenges facing the landscape of CSF biomarkers qualified as hallmarks of AD.
Finally, it recommends actions to accelerate regulatory qualification of CSF biomarkers that would, in turn, improve the
efficiency of AD therapeutic development.
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BACKGROUND30

Biomarker development and subsequent integra-31

tion into drug development is critical to accelerating32

effective treatments for chronic diseases of high33

unmet need. Precompetitive consortia serve as cat-34

alysts to advance biomarker development for use in35

clinical trials. The Food and Drug Administration36

(FDA) has two distinct regulatory paths to achieve37

regulatory acceptance of biomarkers for use in clini-38

cal trials: 1) biomarker acceptance through the drug39

approval process, and 2) the Biomarker Qualification40

Program. Both pathways can lead to the success-41

ful implementation of a biomarker in a clinical trial42

under a specifically supported “fitness for purpose”.43

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has also44

developed similar regulatory pathways for biomarker45

integration in clinical trials via the Qualification of46

Novel Methodologies for Drug Development pro-47

cess, in addition to obtaining biomarker acceptance48

via use in clinical trials.49

The first path, the drug approval process, advances50

the use of a biomarker(s) during development of a51

novel therapeutic candidate; the biomarker review52

occurs during the formal review process of the spon-53

sor’s Investigational New Drug (IND), New Drug54

Application (NDA), or Biologic License Applica-55

tion (BLA), or through the equivalent regulatory56

processes within the EMA. The second path, the57

Biomarker Qualification Program, developed by the58

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)59

[1, 2], has been implemented by the FDA, with60

the subsequent introduction of a similar path-61

way, the Qualification of Novel Methodologies for62

Drug Development process, within the EMA [3].63

Biomarker qualification is defined as a conclusion 64

that within a carefully and specifically stated context 65

of use (COU), the biomarker has been demonstrated 66

to reliably support a specified manner of interpreta- 67

tion and application in drug development [2]. The 68

COU is a comprehensive statement that fully and 69

clearly describes the manner and purpose of use for 70

the biomarker in drug development. Defining a COU 71

is the cornerstone of the qualification discussion as 72

it determines the level of evidence required to sup- 73

port qualification. This qualification can range from 74

that of diagnostic biomarkers used to identify indi- 75

viduals with the disease or defines a subset of the 76

disease, to prognostic biomarkers used to determine 77

the likelihood of a clinical event, disease recurrence, 78

or progression [2], and to predictive biomarkers that 79

are used as enrichment biomarkers, that are reinforc- 80

ing trials entry criteria to identify individuals who 81

are more likely to respond to a drug under investi- 82

gation to a monitoring biomarker that can serve as 83

reflection of drug treatment mechanism of action or 84

treatment outcome, that may eventually become a 85

surrogate biomarker for clinical outcome measures 86

[4]. The level of evidence needed for qualification 87

depends on the category of biomarker (e.g., prog- 88

nostic, predictive, monitoring, etc.) and the COU 89

(Fig. 1). Qualification of biomarkers can be a resource 90

intensive process and collaborative efforts by groups 91

such as consortia enable the sharing of cost and 92

risk required to obtain the varying levels of evi- 93

dence needed to support the regulatory endorsement 94

of biomarkers for widespread use. 95

In 2015, the FDA-NIH Joint Leadership Council 96

identified the harmonization of terms used in trans- 97

lational science and medical product development 98
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Fig. 1. Qualification of clinical biomarkers, regardless of target patient population, is focused on acquiring sufficient patient level anonymized
data to support a given “context-of- use” (COU) for clinical trial decision making. The greater the impact this clinical decision (i.e., COU)
has on the patient, the greater the evidence that will be required to support a qualification recommendation by a regulatory agency. The focus
of CAMD’s work is to provide sufficient evidence for the use of CSF biomarkers for trial enrichment in the pre-dementia stage of AD. Note:
At the time of this publication, no clinical biomarker has been qualified as a validated surrogate endpoint for any neurological indication.

as a priority need, with a focus on terms related99

to study endpoints and biomarkers. With the goals100

of improving communication, aligning expectations,101

and improving scientific understanding, the two agen-102

cies developed the BEST (Biomarkers, EndpointS,103

and other Tools) Resource [5]. The first phase of104

BEST comprises a glossary that clarifies important105

definitions and describes some of the hierarchical106

relationships, connections, and dependencies among107

the terms it contains with the aim to capture distinc-108

tions between biomarkers and clinical assessments.109

It is a meant to represent a living resource that110

describes their evolving roles in biomedical research,111

clinical practice, regulatory science advance of drug112

development tools (DDTs), and medical product113

development. The EMA has not issued a biomarker114

glossary, however several guidelines, including the115

novel draft guidelines on the clinical investigation116

of medicines for the treatment of Alzheimer’s dis-117

ease (AD) and other dementias, recognize enrichment118

biomarkers and their critical role in defining trial119

populations [6].120

One example of a collaborative effort to develop121

biomarkers for regulatory acceptance is from the122

Coalition Against Major Diseases (CAMD), one of 123

12 consortia of the Critical Path Institute (C-Path), 124

whose aim is to streamline drug development for 125

AD and related dementias by advancing regulatory 126

DDTs for clinical trials [7, 8]. C-Path was estab- 127

lished in 2005 in response to the FDA’s Critical 128

Path Initiative [9]. C-Path serves as a catalyst in the 129

development of new approaches to advance medical 130

innovation and regulatory science by leading teams 131

that share data, knowledge, and expertise to produce 132

sound, consensus-based science [10, 11]. CAMD has 133

achieved success in gaining regulatory endorsement 134

from the EMA for the use of low baseline hip- 135

pocampal volume as assessed by volumetric magnetic 136

resonance imaging (vMRI) as prognostic biomarker 137

for clinical trial enrichment for pre-dementia AD tri- 138

als [12, 13] and regulatory endorsement by both the 139

EMA and FDA of a fit-for-purpose clinical trial simu- 140

lation model of mild-to-moderate AD to aid in clinical 141

trial design [14]. 142

Core to achieving CAMD’s mission is precompet- 143

itive data sharing and adoption of consensus clinical 144

data standards (Neville et al., 2016, manuscript 145

in preparation) [15]. CAMD works to achieve 146
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regulatory qualification for biomarkers that enrich147

clinical trial populations targeting early clinical148

stages of disease. One of CAMD’s efforts include149

an AD CSF Qualification project that engages a150

team consisting of pharmaceutical and diagnostics151

industry experts, academic opinion leaders, nonprofit152

organizations, and regulatory agency representatives.153

The goal of this team is to, with the guidance of154

the FDA, qualify the use of CSF analytes A�1-42,155

total tau (t-tau), and/or phosphorylated tau (p-tau),156

as biomarkers for enrichment in predementia AD157

clinical trials [16]. The aim of the CAMD CSF158

project is thus to aim for obtaining regulatory accep-159

tance of CSF measures of A�1-42, t-tau, and/or p-tau160

as prognostic biomarkers within the COU as trial161

enrichment biomarkers that are identifying subjects162

which have a much higher likelihood to have AD163

pathology and consequently are expected to progres-164

sively decline clinically, making them suitable as trial165

subjects in drug development programs addressing166

AD pathophysiology. To date, the FDA has issued167

a letter of support to CAMD encouraging the fur-168

ther use and study of CSF analytes as exploratory169

prognostic biomarkers for enrichment in clinical tri-170

als targeting the predementia stage of the disease.171

Other precompetitive consortia play a key role in172

advancing CSF biomarkers for use in drug develop-173

ment, including ADNI PPSB [17], the International174

Federation of Clinical Chemistry Working Group175

for CSF proteins (IFCC-WG CSF) [18], and the176

Alzheimer’s Association, Global Biomarker Stan-177

dardization Consortium [19]. Continued alliances178

across consortia will augment progress by enhancing179

and expanding initiatives including the establishment180

of global biorepositories, improved assay analytical181

performance metrics and development of reference182

standards for distinct candidate analytes. In addi-183

tion to the qualification of the candidate biomarkers184

under review, there is a critical need to advance185

novel biomarkers and disease progression models for186

regulatory endorsement across all stages of disease187

progression (pre-symptomatic to end-stage disease).188

Continued building of infrastructure to support novel189

biomarker validation and regulatory qualification will190

reduce the uncertainty of drug development for AD,191

a devastating disease in urgent need of both effec-192

tive therapies and improved ways to assess disease193

progression [20].194

This manuscript describes the regulatory experi-195

ences, learnings, and recommendations of the CAMD196

AD CSF biomarker team to qualify CSF biomarkers,197

A�1-42, t-tau, and/or p-tau for the specific applica-198

tion of clinical trial enrichment in predementia AD 199

registration trials and also highlights some of the 200

more pertinent recent publications on the topic. 201

UNMET NEED FOR BIOMARKERS IN AD 202

For AD, the need is especially great since evalua- 203

tion of drug response using current clinical measures 204

requires very large, lengthy, and costly trials. The 205

high failure rate of AD drug development [22, 23] is 206

further incentive to employ biomarkers successfully 207

in clinical trials. Effort to implement biomarkers for 208

subject selection were intensified when it was found 209

that up to one-fourth of subjects enrolled in two very 210

large clinical anti-amyloid therapy trials targeting 211

subjects at the mild/moderate stage of AD lacked evi- 212

dence of amyloid-related pathology as evaluated by 213

positron emission tomography (PET) [21, 23]. This 214

illustrates that a significant proportion of subjects 215

enrolled in clinical trials for AD therapy may show 216

limited or no benefit from otherwise effective amyloid 217

targeted treatments if AD-relevant biomarkers were 218

absent, hence, diluting the relevant treatment pop- 219

ulation and ability to estimate benefit. Nonetheless, 220

multimodal imaging assessment of different types of 221

neuropathology remain a high priority as the method 222

of choice for a reliable and specific detection and 223

quantification of AD neuropathology in vivo, and, 224

thus, many continue to pursue this as the approach 225

of choice for prevention strategies [24]. 226

Clinicopathologic investigations indicate that there 227

is a clear gap in accurate identification of subjects 228

that truly have the hallmarks of AD. Notably a 229

recent report documented that more than one-third 230

of APOE �4 non-carriers, with the primary clinical 231

diagnosis of mild to moderate AD dementia, had 232

minimal A� plaque accumulation in the cerebral cor- 233

tex based on clinicopathological findings from the 234

National Alzheimer Coordinating Center’s (NACC) 235

Uniform Data Set [25]. The NACC is responsible 236

for developing and maintaining a database of partic- 237

ipant information collected from the 29 Alzheimer’s 238

Disease Centers (ADCs) funded by the National Insti- 239

tute on Aging (NIA). The ADC Clinical Task Force 240

defined and created a standardized clinical data set, 241

called the Uniform Data Set (UDS). The goal of 242

the UDS is to provide ADC researchers a standard 243

set of assessment procedures, collected longitudi- 244

nally, to better characterize ADC participants with 245

mild Alzheimer disease and mild cognitive impair- 246

ment in comparison with non-demented controls. It 247
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was also observed that approximately half of these248

participants, with a primary clinical diagnosis of249

mild to moderate Alzheimer dementia and mini-250

mal A� plaque accumulation, also lacked evidence251

of neurofibrillary degeneration upon postmortem252

examination. Such striking findings highlight the253

importance of accurate identification of subjects for254

clinical trials.255

The confidence in diagnostic accuracy as assessed256

by clinical features alone is even more challenging at257

earlier stages of the disease. Therefore, clinical tri-258

als of AD therapeutics targeting early stages of the259

disease are currently employing biomarkers for sub-260

ject inclusion and patient stratification according to261

the diagnostic criteria collectively endorsed by the262

consensus of experts in the field [26, 27]. Evidence263

from ADNI-1 suggests that there is a temporal rela-264

tionship of pathologic events in AD, CSF biomarkers,265

and progression to AD [28, 29]. Although the latter266

study shows there is value in using CSF biomarkers,267

when compared to the sensitivity of the AD signature268

MRI biomarker of cortical thickness, the effect was269

inferior.270

While regulatory agencies have acknowledged the271

importance of biomarkers in AD drug development272

[30] and clinical trial enrichment [31–33], the great-273

est impediment to qualifying a CSF biomarker for274

AD trial enrichment by regulatory agencies has been275

gaining access to patient-level, anonymized data to276

support the qualification process. The reasons under-277

lying this impediment will be discussed in greater278

detail in the following sections.279

THE CONSENSUS LANDSCAPE OF CSF280

BIOMARKERS FOR AD281

Despite decades of research that led to the identifi-282

cation of potential biomarkers with links to AD patho-283

physiology (plaques, tangles, neuronal and synaptic284

degeneration and loss, oxidative stress, inflamma-285

tion), only a few biomarkers remain consistently286

and widely accepted [34]. These include biomarkers287

linked to amyloid deposition and neurodegener-288

ation in the brain, which are most commonly289

assessed either in CSF or by molecular neuroimag-290

ing. The initial identification and early understanding291

of the potential utility of these biomarkers has292

been enabled by Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-293

ing Initiative (ADNI). ADNI has exceeded its294

initial goals of AD biomarker standardization and295

characterization of disease progression and serves296

as a key example of the role of precompetitive 297

collaborations in transforming our understanding of 298

AD and incentivizing drug development [35]. 299

Compared to amyloid PET, CSF biomarkers offer 300

the potential of measuring, multiple analytes in the 301

same sample, reflecting distinctive pathologic hall- 302

marks. Like volumetric measures of brain structure 303

that reflect a spectrum of interrelated neurobiochemi- 304

cal process changes, assessing multiple analytes may 305

provide a more reflective picture of the ongoing 306

dynamic changes in accessible biomarkers. CSF, by 307

virtue of its close association with brain interstitial 308

fluid, is a fluid matrix well suited for assessing the 309

biochemical processes occurring in and around the 310

cells of the brain. In addition, biochemical analytes 311

measured in CSF are often reflective of pathogenic 312

processes in the brain [36]. 313

AD biomarkers that have been extensively stud- 314

ied include A�1-42, t-tau, and p-tau. A�1-42 is the 315

most abundant form of A� found in amyloid plaques 316

[37]. Moreover, the reduced concentration of A�1-42 317

in CSF of individuals with AD pathology is presumed 318

to reflect aggregation of A�1-42 in brain parenchyma 319

[38–40]. Further reduction in CSF A� is known to 320

occur longitudinally as fibrillar A� is deposited as 321

plaques in the brain [41, 42]. 322

An increase in CSF t-tau levels likely reflects an 323

index of neurodegeneration and have been shown 324

to correlate with the amount of neurofibrillary tan- 325

gles in the brain [41]. Importantly, a multitude of 326

distinct studies have shown that individuals with 327

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) who progressed to 328

AD dementia have decreased levels of CSF A�1-42 329

together with increased levels of CSF t-tau and p- 330

tau [43–45]. However, it should be recognized that 331

although elevated levels of t-tau reflect an ongoing 332

neurodegenerative process, the localization within 333

different brain circuits can vary widely [46] which is 334

consistent with variance in the constellation of symp- 335

toms expressed across different neurodegenerative 336

disorders. 337

A systematic review of studies employing these 338

CSF biomarkers confirmed that low A�1-42 com- 339

bined with high t-tau or p-tau represent a sensitive 340

and specific biomarker signature of disease progres- 341

sion from MCI to AD dementia [47, 48]. This CSF 342

biomarker signature has been confirmed by multiple 343

investigators across numerous independent cohorts 344

despite the use of different assays and cut-points. 345

A recent meta-analysis aimed at identifying the risk 346

factors for predicting the progression from MCI to 347

AD inventoried over 14,000 participants across 16 348
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countries and reported that the ratio of CSF tau and349

A�1-42 was one of the most significant predictors of350

disease progression [49].351

The use of CSF analytes A�1-42, t-tau and p-tau352

for selecting clinical trial subjects has been explored353

as a way to ensure that subjects enrolled in the354

trial have a high likelihood of showing disease pro-355

gression in clinical trials of prodromal AD subjects356

[50]. By measuring CSF analytes at baseline, sub-357

jects who are unlikely to progress or decline in358

cognition and function can be excluded from the359

trial. In addition, by using specific cut-off scores360

for the relevant analyte(s), subjects who are likely361

to measurably decline during the study period could362

potentially be identified, thus reducing the number of363

subjects required to achieve the appropriate statistical364

power.365

Significant gaps exist in successfully implement-366

ing CSF biomarkers in global clinical trials. At367

present, there is no consensus on threshold/cut-off368

values for the CSF AD analytes and absolute levels369

of analytes vary substantially between laboratories370

even when employing a single assay platform [51].371

In addition, there is also no consensus on the use372

of single biomarker or a combination of biomarkers.373

Such issues are important to address for successful374

implementation of AD CSF biomarkers in multi-375

site clinical trials. For example, the use of CSF376

biomarkers has been hampered by the lack of stan-377

dardization between values generated by different378

immunoassay formats, the assay lot-to-lot variabil-379

ity, the lack of awareness of all variables that can380

affect the outcome of a test for one or more ana-381

lytes, and differences in critical assay reagents.382

Standardization of CSF biomarker analysis, a clear383

unmet need, is underway with global initiatives in384

both EU and US [19, 52, 53] in order to augment385

progress and success in multicenter trials. Substantial386

progress has been made by the International Fed-387

eration of Clinical Chemistry CSF Working group388

(IFCC WG-CSF) [54] to provide a reference mea-389

surement procedure (RMP) and certified reference390

material (CRM) for CSF A�1-42. A CRM, i.e., a391

universally accepted reference material such as CSF392

aliquots with exact levels set using the RMP, which393

can be distributed to kit vendors and large laboratories394

for harmonization of levels between assay formats395

and between batches, has been recently approved for396

A�1-42 [55, 56] but still requires further develop-397

ment for other CSF analytes. Advancement of mass398

spectrometric-based methods of amyloid protein will399

enable both accuracy and precision in the future400

[57–61]. Two RMPs for the quantification of CSF 401

A�1-42 based on LC-MS/MS have been accepted 402

and listed by the Joint Committee for Traceabil- 403

ity in Laboratory Medicine (JCTLM) as RMPs (no. 404

C11RMP9 and C12RMP1). Such developments are 405

essential for multisite global implementation of CSF 406

biomarkers [62]. 407

Increasing focus is being given to identify which 408

group of cognitively normal individuals shows the 409

greatest cognitive decline over time based on their 410

CSF biomarker profile [63]. This study concludes 411

that clinical trials enrolling cognitively normal indi- 412

viduals should selectively recruit participants with 413

abnormal levels of both amyloid and tau (i.e., stage 414

2) because this group would be more likely to show 415

cognitive decline over time. While this clearly identi- 416

fies the individuals most likely to progress, it raises a 417

question of critical importance. Is this fast progress- 418

ing population of patients most likely to be effectively 419

treated with preventive therapies, or is it these patients 420

that are least likely to show improvement? 421

Finally, there is emerging data to suggest that 422

what is being learned from CSF biomarkers in AD 423

may share common biochemical themes with CSF 424

biomarkers from other neurodegenerative diseases. 425

There are increasing reports that the profiles for tau 426

in CSF of patients with AD, progressive supranuclear 427

palsy, and dementia with Lewy bodies is elevated, but 428

with unique patterns [64]. Also, in Parkinson’s dis- 429

ease (PD), which is known to have a high incidence 430

of dementia, emerging data suggests that, a five- 431

marker subset panel employed in a classifier trained 432

to recognize AD CSF analytes (t-tau, p-tau, A�1-42), 433

APOE genotype, and SPARE-AD imaging score, 434

also discriminated with 80% accuracy, cognitively 435

normal PD patients versus PD patients with demen- 436

tia (PDD) [65]. The authors concluded that: “Thus, 437

an AD-derived biomarker signature may identify 438

PDD patients with moderately high accuracy, sug- 439

gesting mechanisms shared with AD in some PDD 440

patients. Based on five measures readily obtained 441

during life, this AD-derived signature may prove 442

useful in identifying PDD patients most likely to 443

respond to AD-based crossover therapies.” Conceiv- 444

ably, future modeling work combining qualified CSF 445

biomarkers, imaging biomarkers, and other types of 446

functional measures will improve both the sensi- 447

tivity and specificity to predict disease progression, 448

and perhaps, treatment outcomes. It will be interest- 449

ing to see whether similar “biomarker fingerprints” 450

of dementia are revealed in other neurodegenerative 451

diseases.
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COMPARISON OF BIOMARKER452

ACCEPTANCE PATHS AND THEIR USE IN453

DRUG DEVELOPMENT454

In the context of drug development, biomarkers can455

be considered to be DDTs. DDT qualifications have456

been adopted by global regulatory agencies in addi-457

tion to FDA, including the EMA and Japan’s Phar-458

maceuticals and Medical Device Agency (PMDA).459

These regulatory pathways provide a framework to460

evaluate and adopt new tools into regulatory deci-461

sion making in drug development, increasing the462

efficiency for achieving consensus science around463

the appropriate COU for a new tool in a drug464

development program. This section will address the465

similarities and differences between the acceptance466

of a biomarker as a DDT for a specific therapeutic467

agent, and the qualification of a biomarker as a DDT468

across multiple therapeutic interventions (Fig. 2).469

The regulatory requirements, evidentiary stan-470

dards, and performance requirements needed to471

obtain an Investigational Device Exemption appli-472

cation (IDE) to study an investigational medical473

device or an In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) approval 474

from FDA are quite distinct from those required 475

to achieve regulatory agency biomarker qualifica- 476

tion [66]. At present, there is confusion by many 477

stakeholders regarding the regulatory implications 478

of an IVD approval versus a qualified biomarker. 479

Biomarker qualification pertains to an application of 480

a reliable measurement method/biomarker for a spe- 481

cific context of use in drug development; critically, it 482

is conceptually independent of a specific test or assay. 483

Approval of a biomarker as a stand-alone diagnostic 484

or IVD pertains to a defined assay for clinical use 485

(stand-alone diagnostic) or for use as a companion 486

with a therapeutic product with a defined mechanism 487

of action (target-dependent “companion diagnostic”). 488

Thus, biomarker qualification has broad applicability 489

to benefit the entire field, while IVD approval applies 490

to a specific diagnostic test, assay, or device. Both 491

regulatory paths are of value and these biomarkers 492

paths can be advanced in parallel. 493

Regulatory agencies have recommended bio 494

marker qualification as a mechanism to integrate the 495

use of biomarkers into drug development programs 496

Fig. 2. There are two independent biomarker acceptance pathways through which biomarkers can be integrated into drug development for a
specific COU. The first is typically sponsored by a single company, and is focused on delivering a companion diagnostic assay that supports
a single therapeutic product. The second is typically done collectively by a consortium that provides a diverse range of clinical data across
multiple studies to support a specific COU that would have applicability across multiple treatment modalities. This figure summarizes the
high-level considerations of each pathway.
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and improve the efficiency and safety of clinical tri-497

als testing novel therapeutics [2, 4]. In its guidance498

for qualification of DDTs [67], the FDA recognized499

the challenges of achieving biomarker qualification,500

and therefore encouraged individuals or companies to501

collaborate through consortia that foster sharing of502

precompetitive data and use of data standards [68].503

Such efforts distribute the cost and risk of qualifi-504

cation among multiple stakeholders and enable the505

FDA to perform a single evaluation of a biomarker506

proposal, as opposed to multiple evaluations of differ-507

ent submissions that might have limited data, when508

evaluated independently. Importantly, precompeti-509

tive efforts within consortia can offer the advantage of510

larger and conceivably more diverse datasets across511

ethnic and geographic backgrounds in support of the512

qualification application.513

All entities (e.g., academic, industry, patient514

groups, and foundations) involved in driving515

biomarker research for AD agree that finding a516

validated biomarker for a specific COU would be517

transformational for advancing the efforts to find518

innovative treatments for this devastating disease.519

Unfortunately, for the patients and their families, a520

competitive drive has motivated some entities not521

to share incredibly valuable data with the scien-522

tific community, and these entities have approached523

the regulatory agencies individually in the hopes of524

having a competitive advantage for their therapeu-525

tic product. In addition, informed consent documents526

often do not allow the distribution of anonymized data527

to consortia for the future purposes of biomarker qual-528

ification. Going forward, organizations participating529

in consortia efforts to qualify AD biomarkers should530

provide within informed consent documents clauses531

to enable patients to share their anonymized data to532

benefit AD biomarker qualification.533

Notably, Lavezzari and Womack point out there are 534

differences in the trends between therapeutic areas 535

and how biomarker qualification has been focused 536

[69]. Unfortunately, neurology lags behind other ther- 537

apeutics areas such as oncology in terms of biomarker 538

qualification. 539

The FDA and EMA have somewhat different poli- 540

cies and procedures for qualifying biomarkers as 541

DDTs (Table 1). Most of these differences relate 542

to the distinctively unique regulatory infrastructures 543

and policies across global regulatory agencies. In the 544

European Union, the EMA Committee for Medicinal 545

Products for Human Use (CHMP) may provide either 546

qualification advice or a qualification opinion, as out- 547

lined in a guidance published in 2009, and updated 548

in 2012 and 2014 [3]. The FDA focuses keenly on 549

measurement science and standardization as a critical 550

component of the biomarker qualification and review. 551

Similarly, the EMA stated in their CSF biomarker 552

qualification opinion issued in 2011 [70] (see below), 553

“Collection, procedures and measurements of all 554

CSF samples should be done in accordance with 555

Good Laboratory Practices and the specific Interna- 556

tional standards for these measurements.” In the AD 557

biomarkers that achieved qualification opinions with 558

the EMA, some attention to biomarker standardiza- 559

tion is noted, yet much of the decisions are left to 560

the sponsors, leaving the field in many cases without 561

absolute standards to rely upon. 562

With both agencies, the regulatory implications 563

for qualification require a higher level of support- 564

ive evidence as compared to the use of a biomarker 565

to support an individual drug submission and reg- 566

ulatory approval. On the other hand, qualification 567

has broad utility across multiple therapeutic candi- 568

dates independent of the precise mechanism of action 569

of the drug. Qualification of a particular biomarker 570

Table 1
Key similarities and differences between the FDA and EMA for biomarker qualification

Consideration FDA EMA

Fees None Fees charged
Review Timing Review not under PDUFA guidelines; no

timelines imposed; internal experts
Accelerated review with timelines imposed;

engages external scientific experts
Evidentiary Standards Prefers de novo analyses of raw data Primary focus is on the literature
CDISC Standards Use by submitter accelerates FDA review, but

not required∗
Not a requirement

Measurement Science Engagement of Center for Devices and
Radiological Health (CDRH)

No formal medical device division

Issues Letter of Support YES YES
Role of Public Opinion Opinion based on internal review Seeks public opinion
∗Clinical Registration studies started in 2017 will require CDISC standards for submission.
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is potentially relevant to the drug development pro-571

grams of many sponsors. As such, the evidentiary572

requirements are greater for biomarker qualification573

than for employing a biomarker for a specific pur-574

pose in a single clinical trial. The risk/benefit ratio575

is key to consider in this context. Positive qualifi-576

cation decisions are publically communicated to the577

drug development and research communities through578

regulatory guidance documents by FDA’s Center for579

Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) [2, 4] and580

publically posted by the EMA and recommended as581

qualified DDTs across distinct programs.582

As summarized in Table 1, although the FDA and583

EMA approach the process of biomarker qualification584

in a slightly different manner, they both are encourag-585

ing the scientific community to build reliable DDTs586

to accelerate the delivery of innovative medicines.587

REGULATORY ADVANCEMENTS OF AD588

BIOMARKERS589

In 2014, the FDA implemented a new initiative590

that aims to catalyze progress in the development of591

evidence for biomarker utility. As an additional novel592

regulatory tool to encourage biomarker development,593

the Letter of Support (LOS), is publicly posted on the594

FDA’s website [71]. While a biomarker may still lack595

sufficient data to achieve full qualification, a LOS596

provides support that the biomarker has demonstrated597

promise based on the level of evidence that has been598

formally provided to regulators. The LOS encourages599

data sharing and implementation of globally accepted600

consensus standards to facilitate needed studies for601

qualification. In 2014, the EMA also launched this602

LOS mechanism to facilitate studies aimed at even-603

tual qualification for the novel methodology under604

evaluation.605

The EMA has issued qualification opinions on606

several AD biomarkers, including CSF A�1-42 and607

t-tau, for use in clinical trials [14, 30, 31, 70, 72]. In608

2011, the EMA issued a qualification opinion on the609

use of CSF biomarkers for BMS-708163 (Avagaces-610

tat), which stated that “the CSF biomarkers signature611

based on low A�1-42 and a high t-tau qualifies to612

identify MCI patients as close as possible to the pro-613

dromal stage of AD [26, 73], who are at risk to evolve614

into AD dementia,” [70]. The EMA followed this in615

2012 with a qualification opinion on the use of CSF616

A�1-42 and t-tau, and/or PET amyloid imaging as617

biomarkers for enrichment of subjects with mild to618

moderate AD for clinical trials, in which they deter-619

mined that the “CSF biomarker signature based on 620

A�1-42 and t-tau qualifies to identify patients with 621

clinical diagnoses of mild-to-moderate AD who are at 622

increased risk to have an underlying AD neuropathol- 623

ogy, for the purposes of enriching a clinical trial 624

population,” [31]. 625

While the FDA has not formally qualified any spe- 626

cific biomarker for AD, they have included the use of 627

biomarkers in the early AD draft guidance [33, 74] 628

in the recent white paper on targeted drug develop- 629

ment [75], and have issued two letters of support for 630

AD biomarkers (CSF analytes [76] and low baseline 631

hippocampal volume [77]) as prognostic biomarkers 632

for enrichment. 633

The CAMD CSF Biomarker Team continues in 634

the effort to seek qualification from the FDA on 635

the use of CSF analytes as prognostic biomarkers 636

for enrichment at the pre-dementia stage of clinical 637

trials. The context of use for the CSF biomarkers 638

is clinical trial enrichment or population stratifica- 639

tion for analysis in amnestic MCI (aMCI) subjects. 640

The purpose is to utilize the CSF analytes A�1-42, 641

t-tau, and/or p-tau as prognostic markers for clinical 642

trial enrichment to maximize the probability of lon- 643

gitudinal progression of decline over the duration of 644

a 2-year clinical trial. The CAMD CSF effort cur- 645

rently does not include the diagnostic use and in vitro 646

diagnostic (IVD) approval of CSF biomarkers, nor 647

is the project currently considering these biomark- 648

ers as predicative biomarkers of treatment effects, 649

nor as pharmacodynamic/response biomarkers, nor 650

as monitoring or possibly surrogate endpoints of effi- 651

cacy. CAMD’s CSF biomarker team is presently at the 652

Consultation and Advice Stage of biomarker qualifi- 653

cation with FDA. To date, the team has provided FDA 654

with data analyzed from ADNI and extensive litera- 655

ture supporting the proposed COU. Such data were 656

deemed appropriate for FDA’s issuance to CAMD 657

of the LOS to encourage the further study and use 658

of the CSF analytes A�1-42, t-tau, and/or p-tau as 659

exploratory prognostic biomarkers for enrichment in 660

trials for AD [76]. 661

The EMA has recently issued for comment “Draft 662

guidance on the clinical investigation of medicines 663

for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease and other 664

dementias”. Of particular importance in the draft 665

guidance is commentary with respect to diagnos- 666

tic criterion used, and how the use of different 667

criterion may lead to different study populations 668

of MCI (see section 5.2 of EMA guideline [6]). 669

Importantly, the International Working Group (IWG) 670

defines Prodromal AD as subjects with objective 671
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memory impairment and positive pathophysiolog-672

ical biomarker evidence as mandatory evidence.673

In contrast, the National Institute of Aging and674

Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) defines MCI due675

to AD as subjective or objective memory impairment676

and, while biomarker evidence is supportive, it is677

not mandatory. Furthermore, prodromal AD patients678

do not have functional impairments in instrumen-679

tal activities of daily living (IADL) as defined by680

IWG, whereas NIA-AA accepts that patients with681

MCI due to AD can present with minor deficits in682

IADLs. Thus, because the use of different diagnostic683

criterion could result in different patient populations,684

caution will need to be taken when designing global685

development programs for future AD treatments, as686

well as determining cut-points for study inclusion.687

For considerations regarding the use of biomarkers688

for different contexts-of-use, see below [78]. Table 2689

summarizes specific qualification opinions that are690

available for AD trial considerations.691

Formal approvals have been issued by the FDA692

in the area of molecular neuroimaging biomarkers.693

The FDA has approved the use of three amyloid PET694

imaging radioligands for the detection of brain amy-695

loid through the regular NDA application process696

of radiotracers [79]. However, these ligands are not697

yet approved for the diagnosis of AD nor are they698

qualified for use as enrichment biomarkers in drug699

development [80]. In contrast, the EMA has quali-700

fied the same amyloid tracers for the intended use as701

drug trial enrichment biomarkers [31].702

CHALLENGES TO SUCCESS703

The major challenge faced by the CAMD CSF704

Biomarker Team to qualify CSF A� and tau measures705

is the difficulty in acquiring relevant clinical trial data 706

from the sponsors of completed studies in the defined 707

target population, predementia to MCI AD. In some 708

cases, consent agreements failed to adequately antic- 709

ipate the potential utility of stored samples and data 710

analyses required for biomarker qualification. This 711

challenge is especially notable for the CSF biomark- 712

ers owing to the difficulties of specimen collection via 713

lumbar puncture. While the CAMD CSF Biomarker 714

Team has encountered other issues, including the dif- 715

ferences in pre-analytical sample handling, a lack 716

of global standardization and harmonization of the 717

available analytical methodologies, and a clear con- 718

sensus on how to optimally analyze available data, 719

these issues represent minor concerns when com- 720

pared to the data access issue. 721

The implementation of clinical data standards, par- 722

ticularly those for biomarkers, is key to enabling 723

future data integration and pooling. Despite the 724

numerous publications that focus on specific param- 725

eters and pre-analytical factors recommended for all 726

phases of CSF biomarker assay implementation [52, 727

59, 81–85], at present there is no way to either enforce 728

or incentivize sponsors to comply with these recom- 729

mendations. Consequently, many clinical studies use 730

different CSF assay conditions and parameters, mak- 731

ing it exceedingly difficult to compare or pool data 732

across trials [86]. 733

Working with the Clinical Data Interchange Stan- 734

dards Consortium (CDISC), C-Path has successfully 735

developed consensus data standards for multiple 736

diseases, with specific focus on CNS conditions. 737

CDISC’s mission is to develop and support global, 738

platform-independent data standards that enable 739

information system interoperability to improve med- 740

ical research and related areas of healthcare [87]. 741

For AD CDISC standard development, a coalition of 742

Table 2
Publically available biomarker qualification opinions in AD

A. CSF Biomarkers
1. Qualification opinion of Alzheimer’s disease novel methodologies/biomarkers for the use of CSF A�1-42 and t-tau and/or PET-amyloid

imaging (positive/ negative) as biomarkers for enrichment, for use in regulatory clinical trials in mild and moderate Alzheimer’s disease
(EMA/CHMP/SAWP/893622/2011)

2. Qualification opinion of novel methodologies in the predementia stage of Alzheimer’s disease: cerebrospinal fluid related biomarkers for
drugs affecting amyloid burden (EMA/CHMP/SAWP/102001/2011)

B. Related Drug Development Tools
1. Qualification opinion of low hippocampal volume (atrophy) by MRI for use in clinical trials for regulatory purpose - in pre-dementia

stage of Alzheimer’s disease (EMA/CHMP/SAWP/809208/2011)
2. Qualification opinion of Alzheimer’s disease novel methodologies/biomarkers for PET amyloid imaging (positive/negative) as a

biomarker for enrichment for use – in predementia AD clinical trials 1285 (EMA/CHMP/SAWP/892998/2011)
3. Qualification opinion of a novel data driven model of disease progression and trial evaluation in mild and moderate Alzheimer’s disease

(EMA/CHMP/SAWP/567188/2013)

http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/regulation/document listing/document listing 000319.jsp#section8.

http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/regulation/document_listing/document_listing_000319.jsp#section8
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academic experts, industry members, and regulatory743

agencies, in conjunction with ADNI leaders, collec-744

tively developed data standards in partnership with745

CDISC that included brain imaging, CSF, and cogni-746

tive endpoints. These standards were reviewed with747

respect to prevention trials with a focus on imag-748

ing (structural/MRI, PET) and CSF biomarkers. For749

CSF biomarkers, the relevant parameters identified750

include time and date of lumbar puncture, specific751

anatomical location of lumbar puncture (L3-L4 inter-752

vertebral space), gauge of spinal needle, and storage753

tube type. These important parameters have been754

highlighted in recent publications focused on stan-755

dardization of CSF biomarkers [82]. Implementation756

of CDISC standards, particularly in the biomarkers757

arena, promises to facilitate improved efficiencies758

and harmonization in clinical trials. Notably, the759

FDA recommended the use of CDISC standards in760

the 2015 LOS regarding CSF biomarkers [76]. By761

2017 there will be a requirement for all sponsors762

to submit data that comply with CDISC standards763

before it will be evaluated for regulatory feedback by764

CDER.765

There is a critical need for biomarker data based766

on study designs and analytical methods that are767

acceptable to support regulatory decision-making.768

The major difficulties with the analytical methods769

employed in completed global multisite clinical tri-770

als relate to (i) the limited harmonization of results771

for CSF biomarkers obtained on different technol-772

ogy platforms, (ii) issues with some of the key773

performance characteristics, and/or (iii) the lack of774

an accepted RMP and CRM for each analyte. Ini-775

tiatives to develop global calibration standards for776

CSF biomarkers are progressing well for A�1-42 (see777

below), yet this is still an unmet need for other ana-778

lytes. Improved methods ultimately are expected to779

provide high-throughput, random access and thus780

operationally practical methods that are both precise781

and accurate [88]. Such methods will also facilitate782

incorporation of CSF biomarkers into clinical trials783

of candidate pharmaceuticals with greater confidence784

in reliability and reproducibility of the measurements785

and interpretation of results.786

There is an urgent need to share biomarker data787

from relevant clinical trials of candidate drugs ini-788

tiating treatment at the prodromal AD stage. At the789

present time, there are few clinical trials that have790

been completed which have utilized biomarkers for791

inclusion in prodromal AD subjects. Two randomized792

controlled clinical trials of amyloid lowering candi-793

date therapies, namely Avagacestat and Ganteneu-794

ramab [50, 89], were reported to have applied the 795

NIA-AA (Avagacestat) or Dubois (Ganteneuramab/ 796

ScarletRoad) criteria for subject selection, yet disclo- 797

sures to date indicate that these studies did not employ 798

the same assay and thus, used different cut-points. 799

Nevertheless, even for drug trials that do not meet 800

their primary endpoints and/or are discontinued, there 801

are critical learnings to be gained by all stakeholders 802

through data sharing. In addition, there is a need to 803

share assay analytical performance data of existing 804

and promising new biomarker platforms including 805

next generation immunoassays under development or 806

being commercialized. 807

Increased scientific rigor in biomarker research 808

is urgently needed to develop, validate, and ulti- 809

mately qualify biomarkers [90, 91]. There is a need 810

for properly designed studies with adequate power 811

to demonstrate the required reproducibility, sensi- 812

tivity to diagnostic differences and clinical change, 813

and ability to calibrate across multiple platforms. 814

Recent recommendations support the appropriate evi- 815

dentiary standards required for assay validation for 816

immunoassays [92]. To obtain data from diverse 817

stakeholders, including diagnostic manufacturers, 818

poses particular challenges since in many cases the 819

assays are advancing via various regulatory pathways 820

toward diagnostic use. This is naturally dependent 821

on a thriving competitive landscape for diagnos- 822

tic companies and assay manufacturers to either 823

independently or in partnership with pharmaceuti- 824

cal industry collaborators, develop companion or 825

stand-alone diagnostic tests for regulatory approval. 826

However, a key risk for the field is that when a drug 827

candidate fails in AD and the sponsor may downsize 828

or eliminate its investments, the information obtained 829

on that biomarker may be lost and the sharing of 830

that information significantly delayed or halted. Valu- 831

able data, knowledge, and investments are at risk, 832

hindering the field’s advancement of that biomarker. 833

Moreover, such challenges augment the overall risk 834

of drug development in this disease area in critical 835

need for effective treatments. 836

CONCLUSION AND 837

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 838

To achieve regulatory qualification by the FDA 839

of CSF biomarkers for use in clinical trials in sub- 840

jects with early AD, the authors recommend several 841

steps to accelerate future biomarker development 842

and increase success in therapeutic development. 843
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Fig. 3. Current global initiatives focused on AD CSF biomarkers. Involvement of worldwide consortia in the standardization of CSF biomarker
analysis at the level of the assay, the sample, and the laboratory. Grey box: the need for the future. ADNI, Alzheimer’s disease neuroimaging
initiative; AIBL, The Australian Imaging, Biomarker & Lifestyle Flagship Study of Ageing; CAMD, Coalition Against Major Diseases;
GBSC, Global Biomarker Standardization Initiative; IFCC, International Federation of Clinical Chemistry; JPND, EU Joint Programme -
Neurodegenerative Disease Research (JPND); QC, quality control; SOP, standard operating procedure.

Table 3
CAMD’s recommendations to advance CSF biomarkers for AD

Regulatory Sciences
• Harmonization of diagnostic criterion (IWG versus NIA-AA) that defines patient populations studied
• Expanded alliances of all stakeholder groups, particularly precompetitive consortium working on discovery, validation, and regulatory

endorsement of AD biomarkers
• Full engagement and active participation of relevant diagnostic companies and manufacturers, particularly as contributors of data, under

confidentiality
• Continued engagement with submission of data analyses and methodology to regulatory agencies to ensure that qualification efforts can

progress efficiently
• Dedicated resources to support quantitative understanding of AD disease progression from pre-symptomatic to end-stage disease,

including assessment of sources of variability
• Increased recognition that a single biomarker will likely be insufficient to understand AD disease progression and the need for increased

support for quantitative modeling of AD including multiple covariates
Data Standards and Data Sharing
• Use of AD CDISC biomarker and clinical data standards in ongoing and prospective clinical trials of subjects with AD
• Harmonizing data generated by different technology platforms, as well as documentation of the commutability of the analytic system

with a reference method
• Sharing data at the individual patient level from relevant clinical trials, including biomarker data and accompanying clinical data on all

subjects at baseline and follow up, from independent cohorts and international initiatives
Assay Validation
• Sharing bioanalytical assay performance data supporting reliability and reproducibility of all relevant CSF biomarker assay platforms
• Classification and identification of the assay analytical expectations and performance requirements required to support biomarker

qualification

These steps are focused on collaborative efforts that844

include data standards, data sharing, and validation845

of biomarker assays. FDA qualification of AD CSF846

biomarkers in clinical trials is expected to improve the 847

chances of success of new, greatly needed therapies 848

for patients with AD. 849
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By implementing the suggested actions below, col-850

laboration will become the norm, data standards and851

data sharing will be recognized as a must, and stan-852

dardization and harmonization of assays will be a853

cornerstone practice. Figure 3 illustrates the cur-854

rent activities within the CSF biomarker space, and855

indicates how CAMD’s focus on regulatory qualifi-856

cation has led to alignment across consortia. Working857

collectively to share costs and risks, international con-858

sortia such as CAMD are steadily making progress859

toward scientific, clinical, and regulatory acceptance860

of CSF biomarkers for AD.861

CAMD’s recommendations to advance CSF862

biomarkers for AD are summarized in Table 3, and863

are focused on three key areas: regulatory sciences,864

data standards and data sharing, and assay validation.865
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